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Agenda

• Learning objectives

• Introduction

• The promise and reality of Natural Language Processing (NLP)

• Using NLP to maximize value of human input for appropriate 

case detection
• Sorting through lots of data

• Tracking documentation behavior

• Looking for a particular diagnosis

• Next steps

• Your questions



Learning Objectives

• Describe risks and benefits of using natural language 
processing for identifying clinical and regulatory gaps

• Recognize opportunities to consider natural language 
processing as a way to reduce labor costs in your organization

• Identify next steps in your own understanding of natural 
language processing to incorporate it within your organization











Why bother with Natural Language 
Processing?



Why now?

• Expect more clinicians to enter data using voice rather than 
filling out forms

• Technology is pretty good

• Speed up the time between documentation and team 
activation



Possible error modalities with NLP

• Grammatical and spelling errors

• Content misinterpretations (SOB)

• Context misinterpretations (NOT diabetes)

http://computerdocnc.com/computer-errors-indian-trail-nc/



The promise and reality of 
NLP







NLP sophistication

• Bag of words

• Concepts

• Negation, association

• Identifying themes

• Connecting NLP with rules engines
• Flag for review

• Route to a worklist

• Suggest courses of action











Foci for most NLP vendors

• More complex diagnoses (clinical documentation 
improvement)

• Real-time feedback for documentation quality

• Improved billing accuracy



Foci for most well-known NLP vendors

• More complex diagnoses (clinical documentation 
improvement)

• Real-time feedback for documentation quality

• Improved billing accuracy



Training NLP



How good do you need NLP to be?



http://gru.stanford.edu/doku.php/tutorials/sdt





Risks for NLP from a clinician’s 
perspective

• Minimal documentation limits algorithm’s ability to separate 
“wanted” from “unwanted” cases

• Cases that are difficult for humans to distinguish will also 
be difficult for NLP algorithms to distinguish

• May be difficult to understand how the algorithm produces 
its results



Using NLP to maximize value 
for human input for 

appropriate case detection





Copy-and-paste

• Some physicians abuse computer technology to meet 
documentation requirements

• Review every note that is entered in an electronic medical 
record for “identical-ness”

• Highlight areas of nearly identical text without determining 
appropriateness







How much similarity is too much similarity?

• Specialty

• Patients with a prolonged hospital stay

• Some sections of the note hardly change without adverse 
effects on patient care

• Absolute cutoff of >95% to trigger a manual review (fraud)

• Average note similarity >80% (questionable documentation 
patterns)



So What?

• Is the copy-and-paste appropriate?

• Is there an escalation path?

• What about continued “bad behavior?”







Next steps

• Target sections of a note

• Identify “value-adding” team members





Operative report completeness

• Challenge: capture missing elements within an operative report 
before the patient is discharged

• Data elements often scattered throughout the surgeon’s 
operative report or across multiple documents



Defining the note “population”

• What constitutes an eligible note?

• What euphemisms are used by different surgeons to imply 
different required elements?

• EBL

• Blood loss

• Approximate bleeding







Next steps

• Link operative report quality with operative report timeliness for 
a more accurate measure of operative report completion

• Feedback loops to surgeons to update voice-to-text 
documentation in near-real time





How do you identify patients with a stroke?

• Current state: manual review of patients admitted to specific 
floors with stroke verified by head imaging

• About four FTEs

• Limited bandwidth to review patients across the hospital

• Public reporting implications



Order matters

• When reviewing 200 charts, wouldn’t it be great if the first 40 
were the ones most likely to include a stroke?



Assessing for probability of stroke from 
radiology interpretation

• Identifying correct tests to review

• Separate old stroke from new stroke

• Match care team documentation about patient’s symptoms with 
radiologist’s interpretation



After radiologic verification…

• Early interventions

• Actions before discharge

• Tracking quality measures against documentation



Next steps



Other clinical scenarios

• Diagnosis inference: adherence to care pathways
• Congestive heart failure

• Altered mental status

• Transitions of care
• Test results across settings

• Early follow-up after discharge



Summary

• NLP may be most effective for targeted case-finding

• NLP can provide technological support to help increase 
employee efficiency

• Poorly integrated NLP may increase work without improving 
productivity

• Gaining NLP proficiency through low-risk scenarios may 
improve confidence in the technology without large-scale 
adverse events









Questions?

• Email: anupam.goel@advocatehealth.com

• Twitter: @anupam1623

• LinkedIn: goelanupam
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